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Introduction
Before telling all kind of details, I would like to tell something in general
about Lie symmetries. When you are familiar with algebra, you have prob-
ably heard about Lie algebras, but Lie symmetries are not that well known.
As you can see by the name, they are invented by the same man, M.S. Lie.
He was born in Norway in 1842 and died in 1899, also in Norway. But
mentioning only this about Lie, would be a serious shortcoming. Take for
example the point that he began to study mathematics (geometry) at the
age of 26 and it took him weeks to accomplish the work others did in years.
Some of the subjects he worked on are:

• transformations, and he is specially known for his contact
transformation.

• the integration theory of partial differential equations.

• invariance.

• transformation groups.

• differential geometry.

But as happened with many other great mathematicians, his life changed.
He turned from an open-hearted man into a very sensitive and suspicious
man, due to his illness 'neurasthenia'. He had to go to a mental hospital,
where he recovered, but his character had changed. This also meant the end
of his friendship with Klein. If you want to know more about this interesting
mathematician, see [1], [2].

The peculiar thing about Lie symmetries and Lie algebras is that Lie
invented his algebra while studying symmetries of differential equations but
only the algebra and the groups named after him became well known. For a
change, this thesis is about Lie symmetries. First you will find some theory
and an example. Later we will use Maple to compute the symmetries for
us, according to a new algorithm.
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2

Ordinary differential equations and Lie symmetries

One would like to solve a given ordinary differential equation (ODE). If you
are lucky, you will recognize it as one of a kind you are able to solve with a
special integration technique. If you do not recognize it, it is worthwhile to
try to compute the Lie symmetry of the ODE. Unfortunately not every ODE
has a non-trivial Lie symmetry, but if you find the Lie symmetry, you might
be able to solve the ODE and this depends on the number of symmetries
you will find.

The definition of a Lie symmetry is as follows:

Definition 1 A point transformation

f =(x,y;€)

is an infinitesimal transformation of the (x, y)-plane. It is called a Lie sym-
metry transformation (= symmetry) of an ordinary differential equation if
it maps solutions into solutions.

This invariance property is used in the solving process, for the more precise
details of the solving technique, see [4].

To get a more precise idea of a Lie symmetry, think about an easy differ-
ential equation, e.g. y" 2. The solutions are given by y(x) = x2 + ax + b
with a, b C. We can make a graph of some of the solutions:
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Now choose a point on one of the solutions. Since a Lie symmetry maps
solutions into solutions, we know at least locally how 'far' to go in the x-
and y-direction to find a new solution. We can see global symmetries of the
(x, y)-plane, for instance translations (x, y) —+ (al, a2) + (x, y) and all linear
maps.

Instead of writing the word Lie symmetry, we will often use the symbol
V and it has the following meaning:

8

In this expression you can see the infinitesimal movement of a point (x, y)
and also that a Lie symmetry is a vector field.
For our equation y" = 2, the Lie symmetry is given by:

V = (—ax3 + (c — 3b)x2 + ex + f) + (ax + b)y-.

+(—ax4 + (c — 4b)x3 + (2e — d)x2 + gx + h) + (cx + d)y + ay2).

The space of Lie symmetries is of dimension eight and this is the maximal
dimension of a second order equation. We will prove this in a later chapter
and the computation of a symmetry will be discussed later on in this chapter.

Lie symmetries and Lie algebra
As remarked in the introduction, Lie invented his algebra while studying
symmetries of ordinary differential equations. A Lie algebra is defined as:

Definition 2 Suppose £ is a vector space over K and there exists a com-
position [ , ] : £ x C —* £. If the following conditions are satisfied, we say
that £ is a Lie algebra.

1. [ , ] is a bilinear composition

2. [A,A]=O

3. [A, [B, C]] + [C, [A, B]] + [B, [C, A]] = 0 (Jacobi-identity)

The second condition can also be written as [A, B] = — [B, A] if the charac-
teristic of the algebra 2, because:

[A,A] =0
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[A+B,A+B]=O
[A,A]+[B,A]+[A,B]+[B,B] = 0

[B,A]+[A,B]=0

[A,B]=-[B,A]

If the characteristic of the algebra is 2, we cannot use this in the definition,
because [A, B] = —[B, A] = 2[A, A] = 0 and this is always true in an algebra
with characteristic 2.

We will see that the Lie symmetries form a Lie algebra. First we define
the composition as: [V1, V2] = V1V2 — V2V1 and now we have to check the
three points of the definition.

1. bilinearity of the composition

[V1+V2,V3] = (V1+V2)V3-V3(V1+V2)
= V1V3 + V2V3 - V3V1 - V3V2

= [V1,V3]+[V2,V3]

[V1,V2+V3] = V1(V2+V3)-(V2+V3)V1
= V1V2+V1V3-V2V1 -V3V1
= [V1,V2]-i-[V1,V3]

a[Vi,V2} = &(V1V2—V2V1) cx€K
= aV1V2 — aV2V1

= [cVi,V2]
= [Vi,aV2]

2. [V1,V1] = V1V1 - V1V1 = 0

3. Jacoby-identity

[V1, [V2, V3]] = V1 V2 V3 - V1 V3 V2 - V2V3V1 + V3V2V1,

[V3, [V1, V2]] = V3V1V2 - V3V2V1 - V1 V2 V3 + V2V1V3,

[V2, [V3, Vi]] = V2V3V1 - V2V1V3 - V3V1 V2 + V1 V3 V2,

[V1, [V2, V3]] + [V3, [V1, V2]] + [V2, [V3, V1]] = 0.
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So indeed the Lie symmetries form a Lie algebra. Furthermore, we can give
an explicit form (V3 = + of the composition of two symmetries:

a aVj=—+77--, fors=1,2

[Vj,V2](x) = V1V2(x) — V2V1(x) = V1(e2) — V2(e1) =

12,z + I712,y — 2I,x — 72e1, =

[Vi,V2](y) = V1V2(y) — V2V1(y) = Vi(i72) — V2(tii)

e1172, + 771772,y — e271, — 712771,y = 773

Computation of the Lie symmetries
Before we can start with the computation of Lie symmetries, we need an
algebraic description of the space we are working in. Therefore we define
the following ring R of functions in x and y. (The definitions and lemmas
in this section can be found in [3].)

Definition 3 Let C be a field of characteristic 0 and R a commutative C
algebra with a unit 1 0. The ring R is equipped with two commuting
derivations and and is supposed to have the following properties:

1. The subring {f E RJ = = 0) is equal to C.

2. R contains two elements x and y such that = = 1 and =

=0.
A very natural example of such a ring R is C°°-functions on the plane. To
be more precise R = C00(R2), C = R and furthermore the usual x, y,
and . Some other examples are:

• R = C°°(U), with U an open connected subset of R2

• R=qx,y]
• R=C(x)[y]

Now we know what our ring R looks like, but we want to speak about differ-
ential equations, so we define a ring A of polynomial differential equations
over R.
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Definition 4 First denote the derivatives of y by yi, y2, and yo =
and let {yi}i�i denote a countable set of variables. Then A := R[{y1}] is
the free polynomial ring over R equipped with a differentiation (the total
derivative) defined by:

d:_r : z1. — Jz + Y1Jy jor E

. 24Yk = Yk+1 for k � 0

This means that the differential equations are polynomials in the derivatives
of y and they have coefficients in R.

We denote an element of the ring A by w and before we can say some-
thing about a solution of w, we mention that R denotes the subring of
R consisting of the elements f with f, = 0. Now consider an extension of

differential rings E and write again for the derivation on E. A
solution f E E of w has the following meaning:

1. A homomorphism of differential rings 4: A —* E, i.e. o = o

such that is the identity on RIi and such that

2. (y) = f and (w) = 0.

Finally, if w = O<j<n a3y3 with all a3 E R& then w is called linear

homogeneous and if w = a + O<j<n a3y3 with a, a3 E RIi it is called
linear.

As written in the first part of this chapter = + is defined
as operator on R. We want to extend this to an operator on A.

Lemma 1 For any , i E R, the vectorfield Vt,,, has a unique extension to
a derivation of A (with the same name) such that the Lie bracket [, V,,7]
is a multiple of .

Proof. Extending V to a derivation of A means that we have to choose
Vyk E A for all k � 1. Any choice is valid and determines an extension.
The Lie bracket [, V] is a multiple of and this means [, V] = h.
Applying this to x gives:

— 4-V,,,(x) —

= 4-(e) — v(1)
d
dx
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This means that h = , because x = 1. Applying the same relation to
Yk gives:

d dd[—,V,,j(yk) = (Yk)
d d

— Ve,,—(yk) = Yk+1
— d(V,,7(yk)) d
— dx — Yk+1

This determines the extension of to A. The expression D := [, V,,1] —

is again a derivation of A. By construction D(yk) = 0 for k � 1. For
f E R, one easily calculates that D(f) = 0. This shows that D = 0.
(Q.E.D.)

We have obtained a recursive expression for Ve,,,(yk+1) and to see more
precisely how this works, we will compute V(yi) and V(y2).

d(V(y)) dV(yi)
= dx dxv'
— d(i) d
— dx dx1"
= t7x + l7yI1 — zY1 —

d(V(yi)) dV(y2)
dx —

— d(i71 + '7yYl — — —

— Y2dx dx
— 2eY2 — 3yY1Y2 + tlxx + 2t7xyYl — —. 2 2 3

LcXYY1 7lyyYi — cyyYi

As one already can see the number of terms will grow larger and larger, so
for higher derivatives of y it is wise to use a computer.

The next lemma is important for the computation of a Lie symmetry,
because it gives a condition for the existence of a Lie symmetry and with
this condition we are able to compute the symmetry.

Lemma 2 Let n � 2 and suppose that w E A has the form Yn+ terms
involving only Ilk with k < n. Then V = E C (Lie algebra) is a Lie
symmetry for w if and only if V(w) = ( + r, — (n + 1)).w.
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Proof. The expressions ()"w have the form Yn+m+ terms involving only
Ilk with k < n + m. They generate (w) (= ideal with w, w, ()2w,. . .).
Any f R[yi,.. , y1] can be written uniquely as f = q()mw + r
with q E R[y1,... , Yn+m] and r E R[yi,. . . , yn+m—i] (Chinese remainder
theorem).
It follows easily from this that (w) fl R[{yk}k<] = 0.
By induction on N, one easily shows that for N � 2, the expression VYN
is equal to ( + , — (n + 1))yN+ terms involving only Ilk for k < N
(see for the first step Vy2 above this lemma). We conclude that V(w) =
( + — (n + l))y+ terms involving only Ilk for k <n. Then V(w) —( + t, — (n + 1))w E R[{yk}k<fl].
If V is a Lie symmetry then V(w) E (w), and now the statement follows.
(Q.E.D.)

In the next chapter we will see some examples of computing the Lie
symmetry of an ordinary differential equation.
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3

Example of a Lie symmetry

The following example can be found in [4] but the author has not given all
the steps that lead to the answer. In order to see how Lie symmetries work
I will give the same example in more detail. The differential equation in this
example is:

112 = x'Y2.

One can find the Lie-symmetries with the help of the last lemma in the
previous chapter. The lemma gave us an equation for the existence of a Lie
symmetry. One computes the left-hand side of the equation, then the right-
hand side and by comparing these two, we'll get some conditions on e and
t. By solving the conditions we get the Lie symmetries of this differential
equation.

The left-hand side

We do not have a w in our differential equation but the w corresponding to
the above equation is (in the terminology of [3]):

w = 112 — xly2.

V is defined as Vt,,, = + and we know that V(yk÷j) d(Vjvk)) —

so we can go on with our example. One has to be careful when
calculating V(y2 — xy2) because it is very easy to make mistakes. But we
have already computed Vy2 and that gives us a great advantage. We can
continue with V(xtzy2) and put the parts together.

V(112) = i7zx+2'lxyYl +7ypY+?1yY2 xxYI — —3y1y2 —2eY2,

V(xy2) = + 2rx'y,

V(y2 — x"y2) = V(y2) — V(xy2) =

1zx + 27xyY1 + 'lyyy? + '7y112 — xxY1 — 2y? — yyYi3 — 3yY1Y2 —

nx''y2 — 2i,xvzy.
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The right-hand side
We have to compute the following:

( +, —(n+ 1)i)w.

In our example this becomes (n = 2):

= x(y2_xny2)+v,(v _xny2)_3(y2_xny2) =

= 2rY2 + 2xxh1v2 + iyY2 — 71yXY2 — 3eY1Y2 +

Comparison of both sides

In order to compare both sides we have to write them in the same way, that
is as an element of A = R[yi, Y2, Y3,'

V(y2—.z'y2) =

í 'c t 3
— — s.yyYi

( + — 3)(y2 — x'y2) = 2x"y2 — 2eY2 + lJyY2 —

(3x'y2 — 3,y2)yI.

Comparing the coefficients of y' with n E {O, 1,2, 3} gives the following
conditions:

= 0 (1)

= 2zy (2)

2i — = 3ex2y2 (3)

— — 2ix'y 2e"2 — ?7yXy2 (4)

From the conditions (1) and (2) we know the general form of and i, with
and Th depending on x only:

= eo+eiy,
Ti = o+Ti1y+ty2.

We put the general form of and Ti in condition (2) and get:

2ii =

11



This leads to the condition:

(5)

We do the same again with condition (3):

2i + 4y — — = 3x"y21.

Comparing the coefficients of y' leads to:

3x'1 = 0 (6)

= 0 (7)

2i— = 0 (8)

From (6) follows that = 0. This implies in condition (5) that i = 0. The
general form of and ij becomes:

7) = llo+7)iY.

We now move on to condition (4) and substitute the 'new' general form.

+ — nox''y2 — 2(7)o + i,iy)xy = (2 —

This leads to the following equations:

—nox' — 2i7ix' = (2 — iii)x' (9)

— 27)x = 0 (10)

= 0 (11)

Condition (9) can be rewritten as 2x + no = —x,1. From (11) it follows
that o = a + bx, a, b E C. In combination with (10), we get 7/j = 2ax' +
2bx1. This leads to:

2ax'2 2bx3
= (n+1)(n+2) + (n+2)(n+3) +cx+d.

According to (8), this implies:

4ax 4bx2
+ +2cn+1 n+2

n+3 n+4
O— (n+1)(n+2)(n+3)+ (n+2)(n+3)(n+4) +cx +ex+f.
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We have not used condition (9) completely, so let us go on with (9) (rewrit-
ten) and substitute o and ,.

8 n+3 8b n+4
+ +4cx2+2ex+(n+1)(n+2) (n+2)(n+3)

n+3 n+4
n((fl+l)(fl+2)(fl+3)+(n+2)(n+3)(n+4)+ +ex+f)=

' n+3 ')i n+4ax x 2

_________

— —cx —dx. 12(n+1)(n+2) (n+2)(n+3)
It would be nice if we could compare the coefficients of the different powers
of x. This is possible if we first state that n is not —1, —2, —3 or —4 and
look at these cases afterwards. Let us start with the coefficients of x4:

8b
+

4nb — —2b

(n+2)(n+3) (n+2)(n+3)(n+4) — (n+2)(n+3)
lOb(n+4)+4nb=0

—20
=: fl=—;j_.

This n is apparently special, thereforewe may expect an extra symmetry for
this n. We go on with x3:

8a 4na — —2a

(n+1)(n+2) + (n+1)(n+2)(n+3) — (n+1)(n+2)
= lOa(n+3)+4na=0

—15

=.

Comparing the coefficients of x2 leads to:

4c + nc = —c

=. n=—5.

The coefficients of x give:

2e + ne = —d

—dn=—+2.
e

And finally, what is left is:
nf =0.

Now we know the values of n that are special in our differential equation
1/2 = xy2. We have used all the conditions on and t, and we are ready to
determine all Lie symmetries.
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The Lie symmetries

First we start with the symmetry for a general n. The Lie-symmetry has
the following form:

a a

And we already know:

4 ,,.n+3 4b n+4
+ +cx2+ex+f,(n+ 1)(n+2)(n+3) (n+2)(n+3)(n+4)

2ax2 2bx3

We use again condition (12), but this time we concentrate on a, b, c, d, e
and f. Beginning with a and excluding n = — 15/7, we get:

8azIz13 4naz'43 — —2ax3
(n+1)(n+2) + (n+1)(n+2)(n+3) — (n+1)(n+2)

= (14n + 30)ax3 = 0

= a=0.

We go on with b (and exclude n = —20/7):

8bx'4 4nbx'4 — _2bx1+4

(n+2)(n+3) + (n+2)(n+3)(n+4) — (n+2)(n+3)
= (14n + 4O)bx4 = 0

b=0.

We look at c and

42 + = _2
= (5+n)cx2=0
= c=0.

Until now we only found the trivial solution. But let us see what the fol-
lowing step brings:

2ex + nez = —dx

(2+n)e=—d.
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And finally:

nf = 0

1=0.
If we combine all this information, we get the following symmetry:

V= (ex)- — (2+n)ey-.

So we always have this symmetry, but for the 'special' n we calculated
above, there may be more symmetries.
Suppose n = —5 and we look again at condition (12). We start comparing
the coefficients with a, b, c, d, e and f again. For a and b nothing changes.
For c we get —cx2 = —cx2, so any c will do. And we obtain 3e = d. The
symmetry becomes:

V (2+ex)+(+3e)y°
We can repeat this for the other 'special' n and get the following symmetries:

• n = —: V = (ax6/7 + ex) + (a + (aar'/7 —

• n = —: V = ( 3bx817 + ex) + (bx + (-bx'/7 +
Finally we have to check what happens when n {—1, —2, —3, —4}. If
m = —1 we get:

1o = a+bx,
= 2a(xlogx—x)+bx2+mx+n,

= 2ax2logx—3ax2+ bx3+mx2+px+q.

We use again condition (9) and follow the same procedure as before. So
we concentrate on a, b, c, d, e and f. This leads to the same symmetry as
for a general n. Repeating this for the other n gives that they all have the
symmetry as for a general n.

The only question left, is why n 0 is excluded. Curious as we are, we
start computing the Lie symmetry of w = 1/2 — y2 in the same way as before.
This leads to the following symmetry:

a a
V =(dx+e)— —2dy—.

Ox

We can see now that (x) has an extra constant and that is probably the
reason why n = 0 is excluded in the beginning.
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4

On the dimension of the space of Lie symmetries
In this chapter we are going to prove that the space of Lie symmetries of a
second order linear differential equation w = y2 + I (x)yi + g(x)y has at most
dimension 8. This can be done by showing that w = Y2 has the following
symmetry:

V= (ax2+bx+c+(dx+2)y) I-. +(f+gx+(h+ax)y+dy2)_.

and by a suitable choice of new variables our old w will be w = y2 in new
coordinates.

It can also be shown by using the lemma for the existence of a Lie
symmetry. In this lemma we have the following equation:

If we apply this to w = y + f(x)yi + g(x)y we get the following:

=0,
— =

— + f' = — 3gy,
?7xx+fT)x+9'Y+97 = 9?yY29xY.

From the first two equations it follows that and 'i have the following form:

=
= t7o(x)+t71(x)y+77.2(x)y2.

And by substitution in the last three equations and comparison of the coef-
ficients we get (for convenience written without (x)):

=
= —f—3gi,

2i — — of —

= —g'—2g,
?7 + ffl. = —tog' — 2g,

= 0.
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We observe that io, 71i and i are arbitrary solutions of a a second order
differential equation and o and are arbitrary solutions of a first order
differential equation. This means that the space of Lie symmetries has
dimension 8.

For a higher order n differential equation the dimension of the space of
the symmetries is at most n + 4. We will see this in a later chapter, but
we will make a start. Suppose w = y + +... + ay + aoy E A
with all a E K and n � 3. If we use our, by now famous, equation V(w) =
( + i, — (n+ l))w we find , = 0 and = 0. This means that =
and rj(x) +rii(x)y. As these expressions are smaller, it is not surprising
that the dimension of the space of Lie symmetries is relatively smaller.
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5

Painlevé equations

A special kind of second-order ordinary differential equations is the six
Painlevé equations. These equations possess the so-called Painlevé property,
which means that the solutions may have other singularities than poies, but
only at certain points and these points are fixed by the equation. Solu-
tions to these equations are called Painlevé transcendents. Recently, new
discoveries have led to a renewed interest in these equations. For more in-
formation, see [5].
The equations are:

Pj: =6y2+t
Pjj: =2y+ty+a
Pjjj:

Pjv: = ()2+y3+4ty2+2(t2_c)y+

Pv: = ( + i) ()2 — + (oy + + y'( +

Pvj:

y(y-1)(y.-t) ( + + + o

One can also compute the Lie symmetries of these equations. This can be
done by hand, but it is also possible to use Maple. The following code gives
the Lie symmetry for the first equation:

with(DEtools, symgen);
ode := diff(y(t),t,t) = 6*y(t)*y(t) + t;
sym symgen(ode,vay=formal);

Maple gave as answer that there were no symmetries. Not believing this

immediately, I did the same computation by hand and it was indeed correct.
I've computed the symmetries of the first five equations with Maple and
each equation has no symmetries. The computation of the symmetries of

18



the last equation took too much time, but I assume that there are also no
symmetries. The reason for believing this is that Painlevé equations cannot
be reduced to easier equations. A differential equation which has non-trivial
Lie symmetries can be reduced to an easier equation.
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6

A different point of view
As we have seen in the examples, the computation of a Lie symmetry takes
a lot of time. To improve this for linear differential equations, we will do
another computation in a slightly different environment and transform the
solution back into a Lie symmetry. Before we can do this new computation
we have to define the following:

• K=R1.
• K[] is a skew ring of differential operators, 8 = and the multipli-

cation is given by i9a aô + a' with a' =

• L E K[8], L 0 and L has an invertible leading coefficient. A symme-
try of the operator L has the form bO + a with a, b E K and L(bO + a)
is a left multiple of L.

From the last point we get the following lemma:

Lemma 3 bô+a is a symmetry of L if and only if there is an a E K with
L(bO+a) =(bô+ã)L.

This can be shown by comparing degrees and coefficients. The comparison
of coefficients is as follows:
Suppose L = cO' + c_O'' + ... + ci8 + Co. (bä + a) is a symmetry if
there exists a bä + a with L(b.9 + a) = (bO + ä)L. Computing both sides
gives:

(c1+cn_iô+.. .+ciô+co)(b8+a) = bc,.0T1+(acn+nbcn+bcn_i)Ol2+...

(bO+a)(c8+c_1ff''+. . .+cô+co) =

It follows that b = b and a = a + nb' — b.
With this lemma we are able to compute a symmetry for L, but it is still

a lot of work. Therefore we continue with looking at the degree of L and
the corresponding symmetry.

• n = 0: L = Co with Co invertible. Any bô + a is a symmetry since
(co(bô+a)=bcoä+aco =(bO+ä)co with ã=a—b.

20



• n = 1: L = c1ô + CO = ai(O + ao). The symmetries bO + a are given
by a = aob+c with & E K and c E C.

•n=2:L=c282+ciO+co=a2(02+a19+ao).Forasymmetrywe
have to compute L(bO + a) — (bô + à)L = 0. We find for this L the
following equations:

2a' = —W' + a1 b' + a b,

b" + (4ao — 2a'1 — a)b' + (2a — aa'1 — a'11)b = 0.

When we are able to solve these differential equations, we know the
symmetry of this operator and we see that the space of the symmetry
is of dimension 4.

For higher degrees we could go on in the same way, but that is not the best
way. That is why we introduce now the symmetric power of an operator.

The symmetric power of an operator
One can define the symmetric power in different ways. First suppose L =
ô2 + a8 + ao and let fl,f2 denote a basis over C of the solution space of L.
The (n — l)3t symmetric power L of L is the monic operator of degree n
such that its space of solutions has basis {f{'fI0 � d, e; d + e = n — 1}.
Another definition of L uses a nonzero solution eO of L. In this case L is
the monic operator, of smallest degree, with = 0 for every solution
e of L.

There are some nice properties of this symmetric power and they are
listed in the following proposition. The proof can be found in [3].

Proposition 1 Let L be the differential operator 82 + aO + a0.

1. The (n — l)8t symmetric power L of L has the form

O + ba181 + (ca + da'1 + eao)O2 +...,

h
— n(n—1) — n(n—1)(n—2)(3n—1) — n(n—1)(n—2) , —were—

2 24 6 ane—
(n+1)n(n—1)

6 are poszttve sntegers.

2. L has the same symmetries as L.

3. Suppose that L(ba + a) — (&ô + a)L, with a = a + nb', has degree
<n—3. Then L(b8+a) =(bô+a)L.
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The first part of the proposition is useful if you have given an operator with
a high degree, because you can calculate backwards and find out if it is a
symmetric power. If it is, the second part tells you that you only have to
find the symmetry of L instead of L. Finally, the third part says that the
first three terms of the symmetric power determine the entire symmetric
power.

Another lemma about symmetric powers is the following:

Lemma 4 IfbO+a is a symmetry ofL = 0+ai0+ao then bO+(n— 1)a
is a symmetry of the (n — i)st symmetric power of L.

Proof. Suppose L = 02 + a0 + ao and let Yl, y2 denote a basis over C
of the solution space of L. A symmetry maps solutions into solutions, so:
b0+a:Cyj.+Cy2—*Cyi+Cy2,yji-+bij1+ay.
A basis of the solution space of L3 is: Cy? + Cy1y2 + Cy. Applying b9 + a
to this base gives:

(bO + a)y = 2bijiy + ay = yi(2by + ayi),

but 2&yç + ay cannot be written in terms of Cy1 + Cy2. To compensate the
2, we multiply a with 2. So the symmetry becomes bO + 2a and this leads
to:

(bO + 2a)y = 2by1y + 2ay = 2yi(by + ayi) = 2y1 + (bO + a)yi.

For a higher symmetric power it works the same. Take for example the mt
symmetric power of L. A basis of the solution space is:
yin, Y1 1/2,. . . , y and if we apply bO + ma we get:

(ba+ma)yr = mby'y+mayr = my'(byç+ay1) = my1(bO+a)y1,

(bO + a)yi E Cy1 + Cy2 and this proves the lemma.
For the moment this is all we need to know about the symmetric power

of an operator. So far we know how to compute the symmetry of an op-
erator, but we still have to transform it back into the Lie symmetry of the
corresponding linear differential equation.

From bE) + a to V
We start with linking homogeneous w E A and L E K[0]. Let LE C A de-
note the set of linear expressions +a_iy_1 +. . . +aoy+a with n 0
and as,. .. , ao, a E K. Then one can identify the homogeneous expressions
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with LE/K C A/K.
Now consider the K-linear isomorphism 4: K[OJ —+ LE/K given by
(2 azôt) = a1y modulo K, where I/o stands for y. The operator

acts on LE/K and corresponds with multiplication on the left by 0 in
K[O]. This can be written as q(i9L) =

We know how to connect w E A and L E K[O] and the following proposi-
tion (from [3]) gives us a surjective homomorphism between bO+a and V.
This proposition works for an operator L of degree n> 2 and the situation
for an operator of degree 2 is explained after the proof of the proposition.

Proposition 2 Fix a monic L E K[O] of degree n> 2 and let w =
The map V,,, '—+ O — , provides a surjective homomorphism of 4,, the

algebra of Lie symmetries of w, to the Lie algebra of the symmetries of the
operator L. The kernel of this map consists of the Lie symmetries in of
the form V0,,7 with i in the solution space of w (or L).

Proof. We take n > 2 so = 0. This implies that the equation Vw =
('2 + — (n+ 1))w can be rewritten as Vw = (ij, — n')w. This leads to

= ('h, — n')L or equivalently L(—O + v,) = (—CO + Thi — n.')L.
In other words, O — is a symmetry for the operator L. A straightforward
calculation shows that the map of the proposition is a homomorphism from
the Lie algebra 4, to the Lie algebra of the symmetries of L. The kernel
of this map consists of the Vo,,7 E 4, with r, = 0. It is easily seen that
the ii's with this property are just the elements in K (or in a Picard-Vessiot
extension of K) with L(i) = 0.

Now let bO + a be a symmetry of L. Define = b and = — ay with, for
the moment, an unknown io K. By construction, the required equation
Vb,_ayW = (m — n')w holds modulo K. Thus we have to choose 'lo such that

= f (r,., — n')w — Vb,_ayW K. This is the differential equation
L(io) = f and has a solution (after taking a Picard-Vessiot extension of K).
This shows that the map is surjective. (Q.E.D.)

In other words the above proposition tells us that if we have computed
b9 + a, we know = —band , = fa dy + solution of L. But this only
works for an operator of degree 3 or higher. An operator of degree 1 is
not interesting, because there are infinitely many Lie symmetries, so the
remaining case is an operator of degree 2. In this case we have L = 02 +
a18+a0, but we also need the transposed of L. This means 8 '—p —O and the
order is changed, so 02 + aO + ao '-+ (_O)2 + (—8)ai + a0 and this becomes
L = 82 — a18 — a'1 + ao. We need this transposed because Hom(V, V) =
v*®v.
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After some trial and error with the algorithm, comparing with a known Lie
symmetry and computations with the equation Vw = ( +, — (n+ 1))w
we found that (with c = solution of L)

= -b+cy

solution of L + ay + (c' — a1c
— f 3aoc dx)y2

but when ao = 0 the factor in , vanishes.
Now we could go to the algorithm, but to make the computations easier,

we will look again at the dimension of the space of Lie symmetries.

The dimension of the space of symmetries
In the last part of this chapter we will look at the dimension of the space of
symmetries. The following theorem (from [3]) gives all the possibilities.

Theorem 1 Let L E K[ô} be a monic operator of degree n � 3 and let
t=5(L). Then:

1. The dimension ofI can only ben+1, n+2 orn+4.

2. The dimension is n + 4 if and only if L is the (n — l)st symmetric
power of a monic operator of degree 2.

3. The dimension is n + 2 if and only if L is not an (n — l)8t symmetric
power of a monic operator of degree 2 and moreover there is a
bi9+a with b invertible and there are constants cj E C such that c,1 = 1

and L = bEJ Cj. In the case where K is a differential field, b
and a belong to some Picard- Vessiot extension of K.

Proof. (1) and (2). By the previous proposition we have to show that the
dimension of the Lie algebra of the symmetries of L can only be 1,2 or 4.
Of course, any constant c E C is a symmetry for L and this dimension is at
least 1. Using the first proposition of this chapter, there is a unique monic
operator L2 of degree 2 such that L = L + R, where L is the (n — l)St

symmetric power of L2 and R is an operator of degree m � n — 3.

If bO + a is a symmetry of L, then L(b8+ a) — (bO+ a)L, with a = a+ nb',
has degree � n — 3. Thus bO + a is a symmetry of both L and R. If
R = 0, then the dimension of the space of symmetries of L is 4. If R 0
then R = AOm + ... and Aa = A(a + mb') — bA' holds. Together with
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a = a + nb' this implies bmA is a nonzero constant. This property can at
most be valid for a single b (up to a multiple). Therefore, the dimension of
the symmetries of L is at most 2.
(3). If L has the form of the statement, then clearly t is a symmetry of
L and the dimension of the Lie symmetries of w is � n + 2. On the other
hand, suppose that L has a symmetry := bO+a with b invertible (b and a
are allowed to lie in a Picard-Vessiot extension of K). Then we can of course
write L = bM with M := IJ CjL, where c = 1 (and all Cj in some
Picard-Vessiot extension of K). The condition LL = (i + nb')L translates
into ML = M, and this easily implies that all cj are constants. (Q.E.D.)

Especially the proof of (1) and (2) is of interest, because if L is not a
symmetric power the only possible symmetry is fixed by the leading coeffi-
cient of R. This is because R fixes b and a depends on b.

With this in mind we can go to the algorithm for computing the Lie
symmetries of a homogeneous linear differential equation.
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The algorithm

Let L E K[8] be a monic operator of degree n and let 4(L) E A denote its
equation. The following algorithm computes the symmetries of the operator
L and with the help of a proposition in the previous chapter we know what
the corresponding Lie symmetries are.

• For n = 1 the symmetry is given by bô + a0b + c, with b E K and
cEC.

• For n = 2 we have to solve the following equations:

2a' = —b" + a1b' + a'1b,

b" + (4ao — 2a — a)b' + (2a'0 — a1a'1 — a'1')b = 0.

• For n> 2, we will use the symmetric powers of an operator O +ajä+
ao. L can be written as sym' (02 +aiO+ao)+R, where R has degree
� n —3.

1. If R = 0, then a and b are given by the solutions of the equations
2a' = —b" +a1b' + ab and b" + (4a0 — 2a'1 — a)b' + (2a'0 — a1a'1 —

= 0. The symmetry becomes b0 + (n — 1)a.

2. If R 0, then we write R = AL1, where L1 is monic of degree
ni � 0. The only possibility for b 0 is a nonzero multiple of
A(i—).
Now we have to verify that bO + a, with 2a' = —b" + a1b' + a'b,
is a symmetry of both sym''(02 + a10 + ao) and R.
If this is the case, then bO + a is the symmetry, else there are only
constant symmetries.

• The last step is the computation of the corresponding Lie symmetry.

The complete Maple-code can be found in appendix A.
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Some comments
For a scalar linear differential equation there are two theories that associate
to this equation a Lie algebra:

1. Lie symmetries.

2. the Lie algebra of the differential Galois group.

The question is whether these two theories are related: The answer is no.
(This question is one of the reasons for the writing of [3])
However, if the space of Lie symmetries has dimension n + 4, then the
equation is so special, that its differential Galois group is also special. Before
we continue with this equation, we give a short introduction to differential
Galois theory.

Differential Galois theory

We start with the equation y, + an_lyn_1 + ... + aoy = 0 with a1 E K.
Here K is a differential field, for example K = C(x). The following (sloppy)
definition gives a good idea about Picard-Vessiot extensions.

Definition 5 A Picard- Vessiot extension is the smallest extension of differ-
ential fields PV D K, having a full set of solutions, i.e., the solution space
V is the n-dimensional space of the field of constants (= C). Moreover, the
field of constants of PV is the same as that of K and this is C in this case.

Another important notion is the differential Galois group C. It is defined
as the group of all the differential automorphisms of PV, that are K-linear.
In a formula this is:

C = {a: PV 4 PV I a(A) = A for A E K;a(f') = a(f)'}.

C embeds into GL(V) and is an algebraic subgroup. Moreover, an algebraic
subgroup C has a Lie algebra Lie(C).
Example: Y2 — zy = 0, the so-called Airy-equation.
In this case there are two solutions Y1 and 1'2. The Picard-Vessiot extension
is PV = C(Y1,Y2,Y11,Y21) and there is only one relation Y1Y' — = 1.
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G = SL2 and a• = (a ) SL2 acts on CYj + CY in the usual way and

similarly on CYj' + CYJ. The Lie algebra of SL2 is the following:

Lie(SL2)=312={( ; ) Itrace=O}.

We return to our linear differential equation of order n and the space of
its Lie symmetries has dimension n + 4. This implies that the corresponding
operator L can be written as L = sym"'(M) with M = 82 + aO + a0.
The solution space of M is V and this can be written as V = Cv1 + Cv2.
Moreover PV(L) C PV(M). We denote by W the solution space of L and
W={v?t4Ia+fl=n—1}.
ci E G acts on W by the formula: a(v?v) = a(v1)°a(v2). This means
that sym'(G) C GL(W) and GL(W) is the differential Galois group of
L. Therefore this is a rather special differential Galois group and Lie(G) is
rather special, too.
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Appendix A: Maple code of the algorithm

#Description
This algorithm computes the symmetries of a monic linear operator.

It also gives the corresponding linear differential equation and

the Lie symmetries of that equation.

The algorithm consists of two procedures, the first one computes

the symmetry of a second order equation and

the second procedure computes the symmetries for the other orders

and produces the Lie symmetries.

One calls the procedure with: algorithm(L).

L is of the form: Dxn + a(n-1)Dx(n-1) + ... + a(1)Dx + a(O),
where a(i) are functions in x.

degree2 := proc(L2,sym)

local C,A,sysl,soll,f,g,symO,a,b:

A:=(Dx,x):

C:=L2:

sysl:=[2*diff(a(x),x) = —diff(diff(b(x),x),x) + (C[1])*diff(b(x),x)
+ diff(Cf1],x)*b(x)

diff(b(x),x$3) + (4*C[O) — 2*diff(C[1],x) — (C[1])2)*diff(b(x),x)
+ (2*diff(C[O],x) — (C[1])*diff(C[1],x) — diff(C[1],x,x))*b(x) = 0]:

soll := dsolve(sysl,[b(x),a(x)]):
f : x —> subs(soll[1],a(x)):
g : x —> subs(soll[2],b(x)):
symo:=eval(g(x)*Dx + f(x)):
sym: =symO:

RETURN()

end proc:

algorithm := proc(T)
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local A,c,safe,n,nl,n2,ans,ansl,L,L1,C,i,syml ,sym2,sym3,aO,al,K,power,

rest,b,a,hl,h2,h3,h4,h5,h6,h7,h8,h9f,w,D,wl,g:

with(DEtools):

## some initial conditions#

A : [Dx ,x]

c : T:
safe: =0:
n:= degree(c,Dx):

ans:='the symmetry is':

## determine the coefficients of L#

for i from 0 to n do

Lii] : coeff(c,Dx,i):
end do:

## determine the corresponding ODE#

V : =0:

for i from 1 to n do

Dii] :=L[i]*diff(y(x) ,x$i):

w:w+D[i]:

end do:

w:w+L[0]*y(x):

## protection against a non-monic operator#

## decisions are made by the degree of L#

if L[n]<>1 then

safe: =1:

end if:

if n=0 then

print(ans, b(x)*Dx + a(x)):
safe :=0:

end if:

if safe=1 then

print('this operator is not monic'):

else

if n=1 then

print(ans, b(x)*Dx + L[0]*b(x) + a):
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elif n=2 then

degree2(L,syml):

print(ans, syml):

elif n>2 then

al := ((2*L[n—1))/(n*(n—1))):
aO : ((6*L[n—2] — (1/4)*n*(n—1)*(n—2)*(3*n—1)*((a1)2)
K :Dx2+al*Dx+aO:
power := synunetric_power(K,n—1,A):
rest := collect((c—power) ,Dx,f actor):

## there are two possibilities for rest: rest=O or rest<>O#

if rest=O then

L1[OJ :a0:

LiEl] :a1:

degree2(L1syml):

hl:=coeff(syml,Dx,1):

h2:=coeff(syml ,Dx,O):

synil :h1*Dx+(n-1)*h2:

print(ans,syml):

else

ni :=degree(rest,Dx):

CEni] := coeff(rest,Dx,nl):
b:=_C1*radsimp( ( (C(nl])(1/(nl—n)))):

a:=expand((1/2)*(—diff(b,x) + al*b)) + _C2:
syml:b*Dx + (n-1)*a:
sym2:=b*Dx + n*diff(b,x) + (n-1)*a:
sym3:b*Dx + nl*diff(b,x) + (n—1)*a — (b*diff(C[nl],x)/C[nl]):

if (mult(power,syml,A)=mult(sym2,power,A)) and

(mult(rest,syml,A)=inult(sym3,rest,A)) then

print(aus,syml):

else

printYthere are only constant symmetries'):

syini :_C1:

end if:

## finally one computes the Lie symmetries#

print('the corresponding ODE is',w):
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if n=1 then

print('the number of symmetries is infinite'):

end if:

if n=2 then

h3:=coeff(syml,Dx,1):

h4:=coeff(symlDx,O):

h6:=dsolve(v,y(x)):

f := x -> subs(h6y(x)):
f (x) : =subs({_C1=_C7 , _C2=_C8} , f(x)):
wl:=diff(y(x),x,x)—L[1J*diff(y(x),x)+(L[O]—diff(L[11,x))*y(x):

h7:=dsolve(vly(x)):

g := x —> subs(h7,y(x)):
g(x) : =subs ({_C1_C5 , _C2_C6} ,g(x)):
h8:=collect((—h3+g(x)*y(x)) ,y(x) ,factor):

if L[Q]=O then

h9 :=collect((h4*y(x)+f(x)+

(diff(g(x) ,x)—L[1)*g(x))*y(x)*y(x)),y(x),factor):

else

h9:=collect((h4*y(x)+f(x)+(1/4)*(diff(g(x),x)—L[1]*g(x)—

int(3*L[O]*g(x),x))*y(x)*y(x)),y(x),factor):

end if:

print('xi' ,h8):

print('eta' ,h9):

end if:

if n>2 then

h3:=coeff(syml,Dx,1):

h4:=coeff(syml,Dx,O):

h5:=-h3:

h6:=dsolve(w,y(x)):

f := x —> subs(h6,y(x)):
f(x) :=subs({_C1=_D1,_C2=_D2,_C3=_D3,_C4=_D4},f(x)):

h7:h4*y(x)+f(x):

print('xi' ,h5):

print('eta' ,h7):

end if:

end if:

end proc:
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